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"In a suburban Brisbane backyard in 1998, a group of Queenslanders huddled under a Hills Hoist and dreamed of a society where cultural diversity was welcomed and celebrated as a strength."

Faithful to the vision of a multicultural Australia

With almost half of Australia’s population born or having a parent born overseas, our nation is and always will be multicultural.

In a suburban Brisbane backyard in 1998, a group of Queenslanders huddled under a Hills Hoist and dreamed of a society where cultural diversity was welcomed and celebrated as a strength. They dreamed of a society where everybody had the opportunity to thrive and prosper. Upon that vision, MDA was founded.

Our goal in those early years was to raise public awareness of the issues faced by people from culturally and linguistically diverse backgrounds. We sought to welcome newly-arrived refugees and migrants, and support them to establish a new life in Australia.

We worked strategically, by advocating, creating policy and lobbying to ensure governments and organisations were equipped to respond to the needs of diverse Queenslanders. We worked developmentally, by building the capacity of local communities and the sector through education, training and community projects.

In 2018, we continue to do this work, with an expanded focus. We deliver for the community through services that enhance inclusion and belonging for new Queenslanders. We change the conversation through advocacy, training, and community and media engagement to ensure that diversity is welcomed and embraced. We create opportunities and lead by example through partnership, collaboration and enterprises that yield a social return. We are accountable, with a culture based on strong ethics and values and a commitment to quality in every aspect of our work. We keep fit for the future, responding to emerging issues while ensuring MDA’s direction remains aligned with our vision and purpose.

As we look back at the evolution of MDA over 20 years, many things have changed, but we are proud that our vision, our values and our character have remained steadfast.
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Enterprising new Australians: Mountain Mowing Men

Originally from Bhutan, Shree and Bhakta lived in a Nepali refugee camp for more than 20 years before they got the opportunity to resettle in Queensland in the early 2010s. In Bhutan, they tilled their own fields for subsistence and profit but in Australia finding a job was difficult. They didn’t have any local employment experience and were still learning English. So MDA and the Nundah Community Enterprise Cooperative Ltd partnered to give Shree and Bhakta practical training in small business skills and development. By 2015, they had registered their own gardening service business, Mountain Mowing Men. Their insistence on weeding by hand and not using pesticides or poisons is a big point of difference from others in the Brisbane property maintenance market, along with their reliability, eyes for detail, strong work ethic and big smiles. Mountain Mowing Men epitomizes what is possible when the skills and aspirations of new arrivals are mentored by organisations that collaborate to create opportunities.

Watch the Mountain Mowing Men story at: http://bit.ly/MountainMowing

Building capacity for a better future...

Queensland’s diverse communities offer enormous potential. Often, transformational change just needs some practical support to bring people together and start conversations.

MDA has been privileged to facilitate many such conversations over the last 20 years. We have worked with others to build the confidence and skills of communities, and support their aspirations. The result has been the establishment of many independent community organisations, such as:

- Amparo Advocacy Inc.
- Somali Women’s Association Inc.
- Eritrean Australian Women’s & Families Support Network Inc (story on page 12).
- Queensland African Communities Council Inc.

Supporting people to develop their innate abilities and form meaningful connections to the community remains our main focus.
Our settlement practice…

Settlement is the process of becoming part of the Australian community. The ultimate goal of MDA’s settlement service is to help new Queenslanders integrate and become independent. Our settlement practice is built on the following principles:

1. A person-centred approach
   • Our support for client aspirations and capabilities is critical for their independence and well-being.

2. The right expertise at the right time
   • MDA’s case managers are human service and/or mental health professionals whose practice is informed by trauma-recovery principles.

3. Understanding the complementary factors of successful settlement.
   • A person’s basic needs, independence, belonging and well-being are interdependent.
   • We take into account lifespan and intergenerational settlement success factors.

4. Recognising that integration is a mutual process.
   • Successful integration requires acculturation – the individual becomes bicultural by incorporating elements of Australian culture into their original identity.
   • Successful integration requires the Australian community to be welcoming and inclusive, providing opportunities for participation and upholding equity for new arrivals.

5. Providing ongoing community development for newly arrived communities to thrive.
   • Building – enabling communities to come together and transcend difference.
   • Bridging – helping communities to integrate into the Australian community.
   • Organising – supporting communities with organisational structures and legal and governance mechanisms.
   • Education – ensuring community members are properly informed on Australian laws and cultural norms.
   • Economic development – linking communities to appropriate mentors and partners for business and social enterprise opportunities.
   • Capacity building – supporting community leaders to thrive in their role and successfully lead their communities.
Thriving women, thriving world: Saba Abraham and the Eritrean Australian Women’s & Families Support Network Inc

Saba arrived in Australia in the early 1990s after fleeing political persecution in Eritrea and Sudan. She held a lifelong desire to help build the social and economic capacity of women, believing that if you address the issues faced by women you can transform society. In 2003, realising that accessing employment is a big issue for new arrivals, she organised a regular meeting of 32 women to talk about how to gain skills and find work. She quickly identified the group’s cooking skills as an economic opportunity waiting to be seized. With MDA’s support and the profits of cooking at some festivals, they started their own catering service.

Saba and her gathering of women kept thinking of their big vision of creating employment opportunities for women. In 2006, they formed the Eritrean Australian Women’s and Family Support Network Inc to run the catering business and give women practical job training and work experience. Two years later, they opened Mu’ooz restaurant, a social enterprise enabling women to access formal hospitality training while gaining practical work experience at the restaurant. Since 2008, more than 170 women have participated and 98% have jobs. Mu’ooz continues to offer isolated women a sense of purpose and belonging as they develop practical skills and experience for working life in Australia.

Watch Kagi’s story about the impact of Saba’s mentorship at: http://bit.ly/KagiStory

The ethics of success

From the beginning, MDA’s leadership team has deliberately sought to embed ethics and quality into our services and operations. This approach is built on our respect for human rights and social justice principles of fairness, equity, dignity and opportunity for all people.

Our unwavering commitment to ethical practice and decision-making is reflected in our systems and processes:

• best practice policies and procedures
• strong corporate governance framework
• ISO:9001 and Human Service Quality Framework certifications
• rigorous risk management approach
• comprehensive continuous improvement strategies
• strong alignment of new enterprises with our vision and purpose.

We can directly attribute much of our success to our reputation for ethics and quality.

Annual Revenue 1998 - 2018 ($M)

In 1998/1999 we received approximately $200,000 in funding. By 2018, our annual revenue was $31.7 million.